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TYPE - 11  (NUMBER SEQUENCES) 

For these questions you must work out what 
the next number in the sequence would be. 
 
Example:  

4       7       10       13       16       (?) 

Answer: 19 (Sequence goes up in threes) 

 

Question 1. 

17       13         9         5         1         (?) 

 

Question 2. 

14       21       27       32       36       (?) 

 

Question 3. 

0       7      21      42      70       (?) 

 

Question 4. 

47     61     31     45     15     (?) 

 

Question 5. 

8     35     16     70     32     (?) 

 

Question 6. 

8     32     4     16     2     (?) 

 

Question 7. 

9     9     18     27     45     (?) 

Question 8. 

34     40     25     31     16     (?) 

 

Question 9. 

83     78     92     87     101     96     (?) 

 

Question 10. 

28     14     20     10     16     8     14     (?) 

 

Question 11. 

99     96     92     89     85     (?) 

 

Question 12. 

98     89     81     74     68     63     (?) 

 

Question 13. 

4     16     48     96     (?) 

 

Question 14. 

73     67     61     55     49     43     (?) 

 

Question 15. 

82     78     79     75     76     (?) 

 

Question 16. 

14     7     22     11     34     17     (?) 
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TYPE - 11  (NUMBER SEQUENCES) 

QUESTION ANSWER 

1. -3 

First term to second term : -4  
Second term to third term: -4 
Third term to fourth term: -4 
Fourth term to fifth term: -4 

Fifth term to answer: -4 

2. 39 

First term to second term: +7 
Second term to third term: +6 
Third term to fourth term: +5 
Fourth term to fifth term: +4 

Fifth term to answer: +3 

3. 105 

First term to second term: +7 
Second term to third term: +14 
Third term to fourth term: +21 
Fourth term to fifth term: +28 

Fifth term to answer: +35 

4. 29 

First term to second term: +14 
Second term to third term: -30 
Third term to fourth term: +14 
Fourth term to fifth term: -30 

Fifth term to answer: +14 

5. 140 

First term to third term: ×2 
Second term to fourth term: ×2 

Third term to fifth term: ×2 
Fourth term to answer: ×2 

6. 8 

First term to third term: ÷2 
Second term to fourth term: ÷2 

Third term to fifth term: ÷2 
Fourth term to answer: ÷2 

7. 72 

First term to third term: + second term 
Second term to fourth term: + third term 

Third term to fifth term: + fourth term 
Fourth term to answer: + fifth term 
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TYPE - 11  (NUMBER SEQUENCES) 

QUESTION ANSWER 

8. 22 

First term to third term: -9 
Second term to fourth term: -9 

Third term to fifth term: -9 
Fourth term to answer: -9 

9. 110 

First term to third term: +9 
Second term to fourth term: +9 

Third term to fifth term: +9 
Fourth term to sixth term: +9 

Fifth term to answer: +9 

10. 7 

First term to third term: -8 
Second term to fourth term: -4 

Third term to fifth term: -4 
Fourth term to sixth term: -2 
Fifth term to seventh term: -2 

Sixth term to answer: -1 

11. 82 

First term to third term: -7 
Second term to fourth term: -7 

Third term to fifth term: -7 
Fourth term to answer: -7 

12. 59 

First term to second term: -9 
Second term to third term: -8 
Third term to fourth term: -7 
Fourth term to fifth term: -6 
Fifth term to sixth term: -5 

Sixth term to answer: -4 

13. 96 

First term to second term: ×4 
Second term to third term: ×3 
Third term to fourth term: ×2 

Fourth term to answer: ×1 

14. 37 

First term to second term: -6 
Second term to third term: -6 
Third term to fourth term: -6 
Fourth term to fifth term: -6 
Fifth term to sixth term: -6 

Sixth term to answer: -6 
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TYPE - 11  (NUMBER SEQUENCES) 

QUESTION ANSWER 

15. 72 

First term to third term: -3 
Second term to fourth term: -3 

Third term to fifth term: -3 
Fourth term to answer: -3 

16. 52 

First term to second term: ÷2 
Second term to third term: ×3 +1 

Third term to fourth term: ÷2 
Fourth term to fifth term: ×3 + 1 

Fifth term to sixth term: ÷2 
Sixth term to answer: ×3 + 1 


